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There have been discrepancies of “Master B/L Number” &  “Vessel 
Information”, and input failure of “Port of Discharge Code”,etc, with 
regard to the Advance Filing Rules on Maritime Container Cargo Information, 
which have been operated since 1 March 2014.

 Shipping company is required to provide the contracted NVOCC with the
Port of Discharge Code, vessel information (“Vessel Code”, “Voyage 
Number”, “Carrier Code”, “Port of Loading Code”, ”Port of Loading 
Suffix”) and Master B/L Number which are filed through the  “Advance 
Cargo Information Registration (AMR)”.
And please confirm if the NVOCC files cargo information based on the 

relevant House B/L through the “Advance Cargo Information 
Registration (House B/L) (AHR)”.

 The NVOCC is required to file the Port of Discharge Code, vessel 
information and Master B/L number same as what is filed by the shipping 
company. 
And please provide the shipping company with the master B/L number 

related the cargo information which is filed through the “Advance Cargo 
Information Registration (House B/L) (AHR)”.

Please refer to following cases of discrepancy & failures and file the 
cargo information properly hereafter. 
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1. Discrepancy information regarding Master B/L number.

 Overlap of the Carrier Code for NACCS
AMR:ABCDxxxzzz
AHR:ABCDABCDxxxzzz

 Difference of the Carrier Code for NACCS
AMR:ABCDxxxzzz
AHR:WXYZxxxzzz

 The missing of suffix
AMR:ABCDxxxzzz
AHR:ABCDxxxzzz1

There have been following discrepancy information because of difference of master B/L 
number  between cargo information filed by the shipping company and cargo information 
filed by NVOCC. Please file the cargo information properly. 
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 Mistakes of the port of loading suffix
AMR:no input
AHR:“1”

If the port call at the same port is the second one in the same voyage, enter 
“1,”. Please refer to Appendix 8, 10 of the “Introduction of the Advance Filing 
Rules on Maritime Container Cargo Information (Guidance)” on Japan Customs website.
http://www.customs.go.jp/english/summary/advance/annex.htm

2.Discrepancy information regarding vessel information

There have been following discrepancy information about vessel information (“Vessel 
Code”, “Voyage Number”, “Carrier Code”, “Port of Loading Code”, ”Port of 
Loading Suffix”) because of difference of vessel information between the shipping 
company and NVOCC. Please file the cargo information properly hereafter.
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 Mistakes of vessel code
AMR:call sign 
AHR:IMO number or vessel name

Please input the call sign not the IMO number or the vessel name in the 
“Vessel Code” field.

(reference) the vessel code registered on NACCS
http://www.naccscenter.com/afr/code.html

When vessel code isn't registered in NACCS, input of “Vessel Code”, “Laden 
Vessel Name” and “Nationality Code of Vessel” is necessary.
For details, please refer to Procedure Specifications.
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 Mistakes of the port of loading code 
For example, a filer entered TIANJIN (CNTSN) by mistake, but he should have  

entered TIANJINXINGANG (CNTXG). Please refer to the following list and file the 
appropriate code with communicating between the shipping company and NVOCC.

Country Port Name Code Nearby Port Code

China TIANJINXINGANG CNTXG TIANJIN CNTSN

United States LOS ANGELES - CA USLAX LONG BEACH - CA USLGB

Vietnam HO CHI MINH CITY VNSGN CAT LAI VNCLI

Philippine MANILA PHMNL MANILA NORTH HARBOR PHMNN

(Reference) Difference of the port of loading code because of using nearby port code
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 Mistakes of the Voyage number
Followings are examples of discrepancy. Please refer to following cases and 

file the Voyage number properly with communicating between the shipping company 
and NVOCC.

CASE 1, AMR:1111   /  AHR:V1111
CASE 2, AMR:222N   /  AHR:222
CASE 3, AMR:00333  /  AHR:333
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(Reference) Mistakes of the port of discharge code because of similar port name 

Port Name (Location) Code Similar Port Name 
(Location)

Code

SENDAISHIOGAMA (MIYAGI) JPSGM SENDAI (KAGOSHIMA) JPSEN

HAKATA (FUKUOKA) JPHKT HAKATA (EHIME) JPHKS

SHIMIZU (SHIZUOKA) JPSMZ SHIMIZU (KOCHI) JPTSZ

NAGOYA (AICHI) JPNGO NAGOYA (OITA) JPNGY

SAKAI (OSAKA) JPSAK SAKAI (TOTTORI/SHIMANE) JPSMN

NIIGATA(HIGASHI) (NIIGATA) JPNIH NIIGATA(NISHI) (NIIGATA) JPNIN

3.The Port of Discharge Code

 Mistakes of the port of discharge code because of similar port name or code.
For example, a filer entered SENDAI (JPSEN) in Kagoshima PREF by mistake, while

he should have entered SENDAISHIOGAMA (JPSGM) in Miyagi PREF.
Please refer to following lists and file the appropriate code with 

communicating between the shipping company and NVOCC.

(Reference) The missing of the port of discharge code because of similar code 

Port Name Correct Code Port Name Similar Code

KEIHIN (YOKOHAMA) JPYOK TOKACHI JPTOK
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Correct Port Correct Code
Port for domestic 

vessel
Port code for 

domestic vessel

ISHIKARIWAN JPISW ISHIKARIWANSHINKO JPISS

MIKAWA JPMKW TOYOHASHI JPTHS

MISHIMA-KAWANOE JPMKX IYOMISHIMA JPIYM

FUSHIKI JPFSK TOYAMASHINKO JPTOS

 Port codes for domestic vessel
There are unavailable codes because of inland port. Please refer to the following 

list and file the appropriate code with communicating between the shipping company 
and NVOCC.

When the port of discharge code is unidentified, please ask the shipping 
company or the Customs office which has jurisdiction over the port where the 
cargo to be discharged.

(Reference) Major instances of the unavailable code
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6.Notify Party
For example, there was a case a filer entered “Same as Consignee” or “Same as 

Above” in the “Notify Party” field. Please enter consignee’s Name, Address and 
Telephone number in the field of Notify Party without entering “Same as consignee”
when a notify party is identical with a consignee.(please refer to following FAQ 48)

http://www.customs.go.jp/english/summary/advance/04.pdf

5.House B/L Register Completion Identifier
For example, there was the discrepancy information when House B/L was not filed 

because a filer did not entered “E” in the “House B/L Register Completion 
Identifier” field of AHR. A filer of the cargo information based on the House B/L 
needs to enter “E” in the “House B/L Register Completion Identifier” field when 
a filer have filed all House B/L related Master B/L.

4.Master B/L Identifier
For example, there was discrepancy of the cargo because a filer did not entered 

“M” in the “Master B/L Identifier” field of AMR. A filer of the cargo 
information based on the master B/L needs to confirm that if contracted NVOCC files 
cargo information based on the relevant House B/L and file the cargo information 
properly to enter the “Master B/L Identifier” .

In such case, “*” is notified in the cargo discrepant field in the “Inquiry 
Advance Cargo Information List (IML)” .
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8.Goods Description
For example, a filer entered “N/M” or “HOUSE HOLD GOODS” in the “Goods 

Description” field. Please enter concrete and detailed description（general terms 
or trade names）In addition, in case that several goods are loaded in a container, 
not only the description of main goods but also the description of other goods are 
needed to be filed in the “Description of Goods” field within 350-digit to a 
maximum extent. (please refer to following FAQ 15)

http://www.customs.go.jp/english/summary/advance/04.pdf

7.Telephone number
For example, full telephone number was not entered because a filer entered 

Country code or delimiters. Please enter a telephone number from a long distance 
code with using numbers only.

9.Harmonized System Code (HS code)
For example, a filer used the code of Chapter 98 of HS code which is not 

universal. please file appropriate current code from Chapter 01 to Chapter 97 of HS 
code which is used all over the world. (please refer to following FAQ 14,65,66)

http://www.customs.go.jp/english/summary/advance/04.pdf


